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A Study on the Higher Moments of a 
Biased Estimator 
Ng Set Foong 
Low Heng Chin 
Quah Soon Hoe 
ABSTRACT 
In this paper, the biased estimator that is derived in Ng, Low, and Quah 
(2007) is further studied. The expression for the higher moments of the estimator 
is important if we want to know the whole sampling properties of the estimator. 
Hence, a general expression for the higher moments of the estimator is derived 
in this paper. Furthermore, the bias, variance, mean squared error, skewness 
and kurtosis of the estimator are derived from the higher moments of the 
estimator. 
Keywords: linear regression, estimator, moments 
Introduction 
In linear regression analysis, a linear regression model is constructed to 
predict a dependent variable from one or several independent variables. 
The least squares estimator is commonly used to estimate the unknown 
parameter in the regression model. Besides, a number of biased 
estimators such as the Ridge Regression Estimator (Hoerl & Kennard, 
1970), the Almost Unbiased Generalized Ridge Regression Estimator 
(Singh, Chaubey, & Dwivedi, 1986), the Liu Estimator (Liu, 1993), and 
the Iteration Estimator (Trenkler, 1978) have been proposed to estimate 
the unknown parameter in the regression model. 
A biased estimator is derived in Ng, Low, and Quah (2007) as an 
alternative to the least squares estimator. The biased estimator is shown 
to be preferable to the least squares estimator in terms of a reduction in 
mean squared error. Thus, the accuracy of the parameter estimate is 
increased by using the biased estimator in parameter estimation. In this 
paper, some further study is done on the estimator that is derived in Ng 
et al. (2007). The expression for the higher moments of the estimator is 
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important if we want to know the whole sampling properties of the 
estimator. Hence, a general expression for the higher moments of the 
estimator is derived in this paper. The bias, variance, mean squared error, 
skewness, and kurtosis of the estimator are further derived from the 
higher moments of the estimator. 
The Higher Moments of the Estimator 
A linear regression model is generally written as 
Y = Xp + £, (1) 
where Y is a vector of dependent variables, X is a matrix of p 
independent variables, p is a vector of parameters, and £ is a vector of 
errors such that £ ~ N(0,<72IJ and \n is a identity matrix. 
The estimator that is derived in Ng et al. (2007) is given by 
pc=[i-(x+cirv-i)]p, (2) 
where c > 1 and p is the least squares estimator of parameter p . 
The estimator, Pc, can be generalized as follows: 
Pg=[I-(X + Gyl(G-I)W, (3) 
where matrix G = diag(c;) is a diagonal matrix of biasing factors Cj, 
Cj>l,j = l,2,...,p. 
Suppose (/3 )j is the 7-th element of the vector Pg. Then, a feasible 
version of (J3g);. is given by 
(A); = l-*L A..+c,. P.- (4) -/ j 
( j 2 a . + i ) + A ; . / r , . , „ 
where £ = - J = h 2,..., p , which is obtained from 
minimizing the mean squared error of (fig)j • Thus, (j8p ; is a known 
value because X-, /3. , and <j2 can be obtained from observed data and 
hence (Pg)j can be used for parameter estimation. 
By using Binomial Expansion, the r-th moment of (Pg)j, 
j = 1, 2, ..., p , r = 1, 2, 3, ..., is given by 
16 
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H[((A),)r] = ] 
( - 1 \ 
v 
*•!+*! w > 
= E 
= E 
where rC = 
MMJ 
(SlH,,c-(-1)"^)")(A)r 
, r = l, 2, 3,..., m = 0,1,..., r , 
(5) 
#. = —i and c = 
m\(r — my. 
Let G(m,r) = E <V(A)' for even numbers of r, that is, 
r = 2, 4, 6, ..., and 7(m, r) = E <v(A)' for odd numbers of r, 
that is, r = l, 3, 5,.... 
In order to solve G(m, r) = E 
w(A)' 
(^r(A)' for even numbers of 
for odd numbers of r, the probability 
density function of /3 and the probability density function of $. should 
be first obtained. Note that ft. is a normally distributed variable with 
/ 3 . ~ N ( / 3 , . _ ) .Let 
T ; = 
V, (6) 
In fact, T ~ N(/i , 1). T • is also a normally distributed random 
variable with a mean of jl. = — - and variance 1. Therefore, instead 
a of obtaining the probability density function of /3y, we will obtain the 
probability density function of T. because /3; is related to T;.. 
17 
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We shall first obtain the probability density function of T'. and then 
obtain the probability density function of # . . The probability density 
function of T. is given by 
In 
_ e x p ( - ^ - - ^ + r . i u p 
2/r 
_ exp(-^-)exp(-^-)exp(T. jM.) (7) 
JX.p. JX.fi. 
where T. = - 7 ; , -00 < r , < «> and / i . = - 7 7 . J
 a J a 
Before obtaining the probability density function of # . , we re-write 
c - 1 
the variable 7}. = — as follows: 
1
 ^ j 
c , - l 
'~XJ+cJ 
6\Xj+\) + Xfi] 
_ h^ 
, ^ 'a.+^+A.js; 
A ; T ,* 
d2 
A./?2+<72 
1 
V +1 (£)/v 
1 
CTy+l, (8) 
18 
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7 = 1, 2, ..., p 
A/?2 
Note that CJ. is a ratio of the variable J J divided by 1 to the 
VG 
variable —-- divided by v . In order to obtain the probability distribution 
° XB2 vd2 
of GJj, the probability distribution of the variables, J J and , 
a2 a2 
should be first identified. Since j3; is a normally distributed variable with 
/3 ~ N( f5 , — ) , ^—-— — is a normally distributed variable with 
• + • 
V 
CT2 
has a non-central Chi-squared distribution with 1 degree of freedom and 
fob ( FT a V non-central parameter, Q = 
G 
XB2 
J
 . Thus, the probability 
a1 
distribution of the variable J J is a non-central Chi-squared distribution 
r2 
with 1 degree of freedom and non-central parameter, Q = 'Z1H1 . Note _ v; 
VG2 ° 
that has an ordinary Chi-squared distribution with y =n — p 
degrees of freedom. From these two independent Chi-squared variables, 
X B2
 V(y2 (A'"ff)/1 j j
 and , it is found that the variable w = —el has a non-
G2 G2 " (^)/V 
central F distribution with 1 degree of freedom for the numerator, v 
degrees of freedom for the denominator and a non-central parameter, 
X B2 Q. = -JJ-J-. The probability density function of C7y is given by 
;
 G2 
19 
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i _ . exp(-a)(|)'(^f r(«+o 
exp(-^-) (^) 'c7; 4 r (^ + 0v = % 1 oo 
r(i+or(^)(v+cTy.r+'(?!) (9) 
where GJ; > 0 , 6, =-L^-, v -n-p and f = 0,1, 2,.... 
From #, — 
1
 07,+1 
1-0, 
(Equation 8), the variable GT can be expressed 
as fij. — J- . Thus, the probability density function of 0 is given by 
;
 0, 
4(0,0=4 
exp(-^)(^)'(^f2r(^
 + 0v = 
l -^ .x 1 ? 
^ 1 oo 
r(i+or(p(v+^F+ ' (r!)^ 
exp(-^)(^)' (l-#, p T(^ + 0v%f 
(10) 
X B2 
where 0 < # , < 1 , 0, =-LT~, V=n-p and r = 0,1, 2,.... 
C7 
Now, the probability density function of T. V, and the 
probability density function of #. are obtained. We shall next derive the 
r-th moment of (j8|), . Theorem 1 gives the r-th moment of (fig)j, 
where j = 1, 2,..., /? and r is an even number, that is r = 2, 4, 6,.... 
Theorem 2 gives the r-th moment of (/3|)y, where j = 1, 2, ..., /? and 
r is an odd number, that is r = 1, 3, 5,.... 
20 
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Theorem 1. For even numbers of r, that is r = 2d , d = 1, 2, 3, ..., the 
r-th moment of (/J*)., 7 = 1, 2, ..., p , is defined by 
where rCm — r\ 
m\(r-m)\' 
r = 2d = 2, 4, 6, ..., J = 1, 2, 3,..., m = 0,1,..., r , 
G(m,r) = G(m,2rf)-2rf(^)rfX~0S;o W ^ ^ C A M ) , 
W = - L A l i , 0 , . = - ^ , ,
 = O,l,2,. . . , 
K,Jm,d). 
q\ 
„
 = M , = 0,1,2,... 
r(Y+or(j+g+{)v7 
rG+or(^ )r(,+i) 
£[(^)-^(i-dy)r*(^-^+i)- (if+<) </#,, 
v=n- jP ^ .=Ad_ QnH , _<7 2 (A,+1) + A,/J; 
A, + c , and c. = - w 
Proof. For r = 2d , where J = 1, 2, 3, ... and r = 2, 4, 6, ..., the r-th 
moment of (fi$)j» 7; = 1» 2, ..., /? , can be written as 
where, G(ra, r) = E «V"(A)' for even numbers of r, 
m = 0, 1, ..., r , ^
 = A Z L and , _ ^ V 1 > 1 M I 
7 7 v; 
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In order to obtain formula for 
E^PP^SL^^-^Ekr^)1 , we should first obtain 
a formula for G(m,r) = E (&j)m yPj J 1, where r is an even number. 
TJ$J 
Note that the probability density function of T-=— , 
e x p ( - ^ ) e x p ( - ^ ) e x p ( T A ) n a n d t h e 
h
'
 J)
 V&F 
probability density function of £ 
A «V=XZo l — ^ A ^ r - -
Thus, G(m, r) can be expressed as 
G(m, r) 
= G(m,2rf) 
= E 
= E 
0V"(A)' 
(t?p" T,0" 7^ 
v v 7 y 
A o>,r(r,f] 
exp(-^)(^)' (l-#, p T0f + t)v^ 
^ 1 oo 
X 
r(i+or(|)(vt?.+i-t?yFf'(r!) 
exp(- ^-) exp(- ^ - ) exp(T .jUy) 
V2tf 
dTjdtij 
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% 1 oo / \ 2 d e x p ( - ^ ) f i ) e x p ( - ^ ) r(*f + t)v 
\&J t\ 4in m+oro 4in r^+on*) 
x
 I j i |_<^ )m+i_i (^ r e x p < - ^ ^ ( T ^ , > (i - ^ . y-*
 (11) 
(y0j-&J+iy(>¥*,)~\dTjd0j 
Using the expression, exp(T ; iup = 2*k=o~~~j~i—' k = 0>l' 2 ' - ' 
the Equation 11 becomes 
% 1 oo % 1 oo 
£
 2d exp(-^)fi)' exp(_^) 
W*7 k\\tf! 
r(^+t)v~2 
*IL[M + « K - ^ ) ' 
r(i+om)_ 
(l - 0, )'"* (V0, - 0 , +l)-<1?+0 ] d t / 0 , 
=y~ y~ ^ / vM e x p ( - ^ ) f i ) ' expQ-4) r ( ^ + Qv' 
xJ01[^)m+1"1(1-^')" iK-^+1)" (1 
r°° T/ \2d+k
 T
 2 
-+/) 
</#.. 
IdT, (12) 
When /: = 2q + 1 , q = 0, 1, 2, ..., the integral in Equation 12 is equal 
to 0 because the integral is an odd function of T'.. When k = 2q , 
<j = 0, 1, 2, ..., and considering the integration with respect to Tj instead 
of T., the Equation 12 becomes 
23 
vz 
(zfiJ(V)dx3 U)] T 
&P « + * ) • .(l+'V-^A) (V-T)I.^(tol i°|x 
(*)j(> + f)J ^ 
i* 
(£1) 
/ * ) < * - > * X9 PZ ( * ) 
' K ^ 
v «'" y 
z 
i-(f+&+/?r 
w 
(&!(*+f)J ^ 
«+*) _a+V-^) iJ^-i) I_,+ M(^)l
0{x 
i/ K^) 0=br^o=i T:I= 
}\ 9 / 6 
W|(,+A)_(T+V-VA)f_/(V-l)I_,+ia(V)|jx 
(£)J(*+T)J jgA ' j /^\i(*Z) 
3A(; + ^ ) j (^-)dx3 ( f ) ( f _ ) d W ° / h[ri 
}\ 6 / 6 
Q=blryQ=i 
(PZ'W)0 
]V ja Suooj }3$ 8ft 
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x(d+q+{)-l 
Bynotingthat J0 [^) exp(—£-) U(?j) = 2r(d + q + ±)9 
which is the Gamma function, Equation 13 reduces to 
G(m,2d) 
r(^+r)vT 
r({+onf) 
(d+q+{)-\ ( tf \ 
v ( 2 . ) ! y 
/ \2d exp(-^)fi)
 eXp(-^ 
x[2r(^+^+^)] 
jT^.rf^i-^.y-^v^.-^.+i)- (^+0 d&, 
% i 00 % 1 00 
~" £jt=o£jq=0 
t ^ r cH-bffl ert-etM)' 2
"it) t\ 
TQf + t)T(d + q + \)v< 
(Jtt+r) dd, 
2 \<? 
r(i+or(f)[V^(2^)!] 
r({+or(i)[V^(2^)!] 
-+f» dV; (14) 
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Applying the duplication formula for the Gamma function (Stroud, 
2003), 4n{2q)\ = 22qT{q + \)q\, Equation 14 reduces to 
q\ 
n±f + t)r(d + q + \)vHq\) 
r(\ + t)T^)[22"nq + \)q^ 
x J0T(^)"+i_I (1-0, P (Y&j -0, +1)"( IH-t) dd: 
= 2*(<>L)dY~ y~ e x P ( - ^ ) ' exp(-^)(^)' 
/! 
r(Jf.+pr(rf+g+ )^v' 
r(|+ormr(^+i) 
xjoT(t?,r^(i-^.y4(vt>.-^.+i) -(*+») dtf. 
^fj'z^ww 
j^r^ii-tjpw-^+ir 
r(*f+t)r(d+q+tyi 
m+ormr(9+i) 
X 
2 ' ' ^ \ 2 
rf#. 
=
21ir)dir=oX;0 w w ^ ^ d5) 
where ^ (0 . ) = exp(-^(^)' Xfi) 
t\ 
, e =-^-,t = o,i, 2,..., 
w= 
exp(-4)(^)? _ ^ 
q\ 
. / * , = • , ^ = 0,1,2,. . . , 
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1^/2 
K,(m,d) = 
j1U&J)m+*-l(i-0Jp(v0J-&J+iy •(•f-M) <W, , 
v = n - p , 
r = 2d = 2, 4, 6, ..., d = 1, 2, 3, ... and m = 0,1,.. . , r . 
The proof for Theorem 1 is completed. 
Theorem 2 is given here with the proof omitted. The procedure to 
obtain the proof for Theorem 2 is similar to the procedure to obtain the 
proof for Theorem 1. 
Theorem 2. For an odd number of r, that is r = 2d +1, d = 0,1, 2,. . . , 
the r-th moment of (j3-)., 7 = 1, 2, ..., /?, is defined by 
where rC =• r\ 
m\(r-m)\ 
r = 2d + l=l, 3, 5,..., d = 0,1, 2, ..., m = 0 ,1 , . . . , r , 
7(m,r) = 7(m,2J + l) 
e x p ( - ^ ) ( ^ ) ' XR) 
ht(.dj) = - , 0 ^ - ^ , 1 = 0,1,2,..., 
t\ 
exp(-^)(4) /X-/3 
V^> = / '
 >Afj = >U-J.>g = o,l,2,..., 
m+ormr(9+f) 
joT(^r^(i-^.)'4(vt?.-t>;+i)-(i -+o <», , 
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v — n — p, 
The Bias, Variance, Mean Squared Error, Skewness, and 
Kurtosis 
The first, second, third, and fourth moments of (p§)j are given by 
Equations 16 to 19 respectively. 
E ( ( ^ . ) = 7(0,1)-7(1,1) (16) 
E((^)^) = G(0,2)-2G(1,2) + G(2,2) (17) 
E( ( j8 i ) ; )= / (0 ,3) -3 /a3) +3/(2,3) ^7(3,3) (18) 
E [($g))) = G(0,4) - 4G(1,4) + 6G(2,4) - 4G(3,4) + G(4,4) (19) 
Thus, the bias, variance, mean squared error, skewness and kurtosis 
for (j3. )j can be computed using the following equations: 
bias((/U.) = E ( ( / U . K . 
= 7(0,1)-/(1,1)-^ (20) 
var((^).) = E( (^ )^ ) - [E( ( f t ) J ] 2 
= G(0,2)-2G(l,2) + G(2,2)-[7(0,l)]2+2y(0,l)7(l,l)-[y(l,l)]2(21) 
mse((^),) = var((j3|).) + [bi as(($.);)J 
= G(0,2) - 2G(1,2) + G(2,2) + # - 2/3/(0,1) + 20/(1,1) (22) 
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skewness = 
E[[(^),-E((^)y)]3] 
kurtosis 
[var((/3-).)] 
E ( ( ^ ) ; ) - 3 E ( ( ^ ) ; ) E ( ( ^ ) J ) + 2 [ E ( ( ^ ) , ) ] 3 
_E[[4),-E((^)j.)r] 
[var((/U-)]2 
= {E(05|)j)-4E(09J);)E((j8|)y) 
'WHEMhjf 
(23) 
(24) 
Conclusion 
In this paper, a further study is done on the biased estimator that is 
derived in Ng et al. (2007). The general expression for the moments of 
the biased estimator is developed in this paper. The bias, variance, mean 
squared error, skewness, and kurtosis of the estimator are further derived 
from the higher moments of the estimator. The results enable us to further 
study the sampling properties of the biased estimator. 
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